Town Hall

- Fall 2020 Goal: Limiting the number of people on campus – requested approval for 450 course sections (10.5% of total). Submission will be posted to President’s website.
- Phased Return to Campus Guidelines (continuing to be updated) – will be available on the COVID-19 website.
  - We do not know what the preferred target is, or if it will be established, re the % of people on campus vs. last year at the same time.
  - Could rotate schedules and have folks only on campus part-time, still work from home.
- Additional period for continuing student enrollment: July 1 – 5
- Follow-up questions can be sent to: working-virtually@csuchico.edu
- Mid-June we should have a better handle on enrollment & interpreting data. Data coming out of ENR is improving and helping the Provost project more confidently
  - FTES projection is not stable at this time.
  - Provost is optimistic that we may be closer to scenario 2 with an FTES of 13,800 and a 10% cut to state funding.
  - Dynamic summer orientation planned.
- May 27 Modeling: Sources and Uses and College Reduction
  - Previous Sources & Uses online: https://www.csuchico.edu/vpaa/bar/resource-allocation/index.shtml
  - Reductions to colleges were adjusted based on flexibility (HFA and NS less, CME and ECC more).
- Essential technology (software & hardware) needs for fall 2020 course delivery:
  - A list has been developed. Chairs are invited to contact Schilling if additional software or hardware is needed.
  - Kodai will be sending a brief survey out next week with site licenses and unique software. Please respond.
  - Additional webcams, doc cameras, headsets, drawing tablets, etc. being prioritized for distribution.
  - Question was raised on how we will address “old” laptops and computers. Email Schilling with subject Hardware or Software for Faculty. This may change after to Virtual Summer Institutes conclude.

Fall 2020 Scheduling

- Yesterday there appeared to be some confusion about scheduling changes for fall.
- APSS is asking for changes to be made now if possible to aid students as they enroll.
- Message from Aceves attempted to indicate deans had to approve changes they would normally approve (meeting pattern change, cancellation, etc.) APSS will send out a clarifying message with specific instructions on what is needed.
• Task Force to determine expectations for virtual courses. Deb to follow-up with Grassian
  o Need clarification on blended and (I) Asynchronous and (J) Synchronous as well as other hybrid codes.
  o Guidelines are important. APSS will provide clearer instructions and common language. May adjust a deadline shift.
• Changes based on submission to CO should be held until approved.
• July 1-July 5 registration is for continuing students only. Is it enough time?